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Born In Plumstead, London, in 1912, E.J. Carnell (Ted to his
friends — John to the publishing world), is one of Britain’s out
standing science fiction personalities of today.
In fact, one
might say he is THE personality, for there cannot be a fan in
Britain — or for that matter in the English-speaking world — who
has not at least heard of him.
Like most of his contemporaries, Mr. Carnell started on the
path of science—fiction back in the days when the "BOY*S MAGAZDIE"
was puhl 1 ahing sensational serials about Venus and Mars for a juv
enile public in the early ’20ts.
Plus any books of that period.
In 1930 he found his first American magazine — the Fall 19^9 Won
der Stories Quarterly - and then haunted the London bookstalls for
five years picking up the cheap (3d) ballast pulp mags, preferring
ASP of the three then published. In 1936 he took out a direct sub
-scription with S&S.
which continued unbroken for 15 years until
"foreign” subscription rates went haywire.
During the war years
while he was travelling the world with Combined Operations his sub
-scriptions were kept paid (as gifts), by two of his olose friends
— Robert A. Heinlein and Forrest J. Ackerman. (Bob, by the way,is
god-father to Ted’s son Michael, and his daughter Loslyn was named
after Bob’s first wife).
Unlike most readers of those days in Britain. Carnell was en
—thusi astic — in the active fashion.
In 1936 he chose at ran
dom a number of readers1 names, from the letter section of Anas Ing
Stories, and commenced corresponding with Americans also interest
ed in €he s-f field. Amongst these was George Gorden Clark of
Brooklyn, who was Member Io. 1 of Gemsback’s Science -Fiction
League.
In short order, Ted was involved in writing articles for
Clark’s Brooklyn Reporter, a fanzine which appeared to have every
thing. ftrom this beginning his columns were requested by numerous
other amateur publishers ranging from Philadelphia to Los Angeles.
George Gordon Clark was instrumental in putting Carnell in
touch with the BQ of the British Interplanetary Society, in Liver
pool, and a close friendship grew up between him and Les Johnson,
the then Treasurer. He recalls his first fan meeting as being
held in the smoke-filled environs of Liverpool Street Station be
tween himself, Les Johnson and Eric Prank Russell, with a sub
sequent journey to Ilford for the three of them to meet Walter
Gillings.
From this small beginning a major portion of British
fandom .and publishing has sprung.
In 1937 a small group of readers in Leeds formed a branch of
the SFL, and Carnell, Gillings, and Arthur C. Clarke, a fragile
ooking youngster fresh out of college, journeyed•North to attend
Britain *g first memorable Convention,
from which evolved
the
Science Fiction Association, with its HQ in Leeds.
Shortly after
this the Liverpool LQ of VEe BIS thought it would be more advant
ageous to have the focal point of interest in London, and Carnell
was one of the members who were instrumental in affecting this
move, taking over editorship of the Society’s Journal
and
Bulletin.
In 1938 the SPA had also expanded, and decided upon a Metro
politan HQ, and Carnell then became involved in the Treasury-ship
of the science fiction group.
This same year he and Les
Johnson launched the Science Fiction Service, a magazine trading
husineaa devoted to s-f with an office in Liverpool (subsequent to
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the war he sold his interest to Mr. Johnson and directed hi a atten
-tion at the expanding book field).
Then, in 1939, shortly before he became married, occurred an
obscure but momentous event.
Britain's foremost fan magazine of
those days was called N0VA8TERRAE, and was produced by several
fans in Leicester under the guidance of Maurice K. Hanson.
Owing
to encroaching business ties Manson decided to drop the magazine,
but the SFA. decided to take it over as their official organ.
Carnell became the editor and changed the title to NEW WELDS, an
important point in his fan life — but at the same time an event
of even greater importance to present day readers of science fic
tion magazines.
Devoted to short stories and controversial art
icles, the neatly duplicated, first three issues of HEW WORLDS ap
peared some seven years before most fans realise !
' Only fEe ad
vent of the war was to blame for the curtailment of both the maga
zine and the SFA in general.
Almost, but not quite still-born, the idea of his own maga
zine lay dormant in Carnell's mind throughout his trips to Algeria,
South Africa, Palestine, Syria, Egypt, Sicily, and Italy — but
not quite...
Although the war drove a wedge between many British
fans and their beloved fiction, Carnell maintained contact with
all his old friends on both sides of the Atlantic and when the
early pioneers of hard-covered s-f started publishing in USA he
was ready to take over British representation for then,
hand Ung
Fantasy Press, Prime Press, Shasta, FPCI, and Hadley.
At the same time MEW WORLDS had not been forgotten. In Jan—
uary of 1946 Carnell was introduced to the directors of Pendulum
Publications by Frank Edward Arnold.There had been a time back in
1940 when Ted was dickering with another publisher to put
out a
professional s-f magazine — but the scheme had fallen through af
ter material for three issues had been framed. However, this ex
perience was useful, and so at the meeting with Pendulum's direct
ors Carnell was well-armed, and the project was revived.
There were rumours of more than one s-f magazine to
appear
on the British market, and Carnell and Pendulum decided
that
their first issue should appear with as little delay as possible.
No advance publicity was given at home, although a knowledge of
the project could not be avoided in American-s-f circles. Carnell
had expected some difficulty in obtaining material, but within a
fortnight had received more than hair a million words of MBS. From
this quantity he had the not-too-easy task of selecting some 100,
000 words for the first issue.
The greater part of the material
submitted, naturally, bore little resemblance to the type that Ted
wanted. He had (and still has) a strong editorial policy, but in
the case of the first issue of NEW WORLDS so little material con
-formed to his requirement that this policy he scrapped - for that
issue - and selected as best he could stories that conformed to a
very strained edition of his policy.
The main problem with which he was confronted was finding a
a suitable artist. No known British artist (in the medium) was av
ailable, and those artists approached had at best a vague — very
vague - idea of the specialised approach required. Carnell consid
-ers that the cover of the first issue of the professional NEW
WORLDS was the biggest handicap ever presented to a public ;
but quite fairly Ted says that this was not so much the fault of
the artist but the medium in which he had to work, and production
difficulties outside his control.
This first issue appeared on the British bookstalls in July,
of 1946, and reader reaction was negligible.
Comment from diehards of pre-war fandom, and a scattering of letters from newcom
ers was the sole result of Ted's hard work.
However, things im
proved immensely, the second issue appearing in October being al
most a sell-out. This was in part due to an intense sales drive
launched against the wholesale and distributing trade; a section
o.f the publishing world that does not take kindly to new periodic
als.
Header reaction also picked up, and the number of letters,
commenting favourably, left no doubt in tbe mind of John Carnell
that his magazine had received a warm welcome.
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But then the storm clouds started to gather.
A series of
setbacks, involving two printers,
paper shortages, power-cuts
and block making difficulties (to quote the major troubles) delay
ed the third issue until October of 1947. Consequently a large pro
r®eder following' had been lost. Annoyed subscribers
had written irate letters to Ted, who answered all of them i n
terms varying from the humorous to the apologetic (and in a few
cases verging on the apopletic !). Such an interchange of corres®?Tef^8 fro«
to
appeared iS -OPERATION
IANTAST (first series) Ho. , and reflects the difficult time ex
perienced by Carnell during that period.
The worst had not yet come, however.
Although the third
oversold by 3,000 copies, NEW WORLDS seemed doomed. Pendulum
Publications suspended all business when the fourth issue was fin
ally ready for the press. Word crept round fandom, and enthusiast
-le readers shuddered.
Just who thought of the idea it is diff
icult to say, but from several sources came suggestions for its
continuation — including the one that fandom should be invited to
subsidise publication. Ted already had some such idea in mind,and
in view of the obvious support the suggestion would receive he
gave it serious consideration,
consulted with others,
notable
5ei?g4.yalier Gllli“8s (editor of the equally ill-fated
FANIASI, and of tbe far more successful FANTASY REVIEW). John Beynon Harris, G. Ken Chapman, and Frank Cooper.
A provisional scheme was worked out, and Carnell made the
announcement that fandom would be invited to share in the new pub
lishing project.
This announcement was made at the WHITCOH, held
in London in 1948, the first of the revived British conventions,
and was received with acclamation. Originally it was proposed to
float a limited company in which 5/- shares could be taken.
THa
action, permitting almost any fan to participate in the venture,
was discovered to be impossible,and the company finally floated on
a limited capital of larger shares, still with the proviso that a
shareholder must be a science-fiction enthusiast. Most of the paper
—work attached to the incorporation of the company was done bv Mr■
Cooper, the title NOVA PUBLICATIONS being the result of an insplrea thought on the part of one of the six working directors* wives.
It was immediately realised that such a project could be no altru
istic work; it must be built on sound business lines, and must be
aole to show a profit, at least sufficient to maintain itself. The
Board was formed, Beynon Harris becoming Chairman by popular con
sent, and the others falling almost automatically into posts. Coop
-er as Secretary, G.Ken Chapman Treasurer, Carnell and Gillings in
editorial and advertising positions, and Eric Williams taking over
th»Sni’aPM™D'5AT>Tn«lleuBO?5<iige?erous^7 a®r'«ed that subscriptions to
the old NEW WORLDS should be honoured — perhaps immediately denying their own rule against "no altruism", but at least preserving
considerable good-will for the new company, although few subscrib®^s^s®enie<i
realise that this gesture was an iibmodlAtb liability
that the company could ill-afford.
J
..
the earlJ dsJs
committee meetings in the private barmf
the WHITE HORSE TAVTBN tempers frequently ran high. Whilst it had
been agreed that editorial policy should be left to the discretion
of Carnell, strong views were held — and freely expressed — on
certain major issues. The question of art work — should this ap
peal to the intelligent" reader.or to the lewd eye of the general
purchaser of pulp magazines T
Should NEW WORLDS adhere to the
common American policy of undraped females; or—should sone more
sedate form of cover illustration be accepted ?
. X.
committee were lucky - there was a "sounding-board" ag
ainst which their ideas could be flung, and the "echoes" analysed.
The next bar in the WHITE HORSE contained the more gregarious
of
London s fan population, and this gathering was put to good useaid
coyer used for the fourth issue of NEW WORLDS was finalised from a
which had been accepted by this cross-section of fandom.
.
"aa on dignity, and John (editor) Carnell sighed*
sigh of relief. His project at last seemed to be on the road to
success. Limited capital, but great - and channeled - enthusiasm.
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Spare-time devoted, to administrative work,
proportionate payment
for authors, subscription drives using the existing fandom|
all
these and many more ideas to save pennies, to get a buying public,
were used. But mainly the success of the enterprise resulted from
the generosity of the Board, the members of which put in consider
able hard work, without thought of payment! and to the initiative
and imagination of Carnell himself - working in the evenings on ed
-iting copy, proof-reading, consulting with artists and authors;
and in his lunch hours, harrassing type-setters, printers,■ and ths
hundred and one other people concerned with the. production of a
magazine.
Now on a bi-monthly schedule, although the date has been re
moved from the cover in accordance with the wishes of distributors,
it appears that NEW WORLDS is here to stay. We hope so.
Of Carnell himself, having placed his 'baby* on a firm footing
he is far from idle. Apart from the work — still considerable —
of editing NEW WORLDS, and SCIENCE FANIAS! (Nova's second string),
he has for sone time now acted as an author's agent, working
in
collaboration with Ackerman in Los Angeles for American sales, ““
on his own in the British field. Most of the British publishers ,
now interested in hard-cover sf publication, know him by repute and
he is often called in sb an expert to advise. His first anthology
- NO PLACE LIKE EARTH - has been published by Boardman this year. •
At present, he 1b compiling another collection, which will probab
ly see publication early in 1953.
No known stories under his own name have ever been unearthed,
except in the August 1942 AST where he beat de Ca^> out of first
place with an Improbability~Zero story about Time Travel, but he
has been accused of being a number of authors, most of whom he em
phatically denies.
Although he wasn't the first s-f personality to cross the At
lantic and make contact with the American field (Eric Prank Russell
made the trip in 1938), Carnell can be accused of starting the post
-war "Transatlantic Trot" when he went at Guest of Honour to the
7th World SI Convention in Ohio in 1949. Since that date there has
been a steady two-way traffic in personalities — the Ackerman's,
and do Camp's to Britain in 19511 Clarke <ind Harry Kay (one of the
original pre-war SPA members, now a medical doctor), to the USA in
this year; Walter A. Willis from Northern Ireland to the Convent
ion in Chieame; and many other trips planned er projected in fut
ure - both S '52 and after. Carnell has certainly created quite
a lot I

• NO PLACE LTTE EARTH was reviewed in 0.1. 13/14.
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NATURAL

by BERT CAMPBELL
(Writing Science Fiction V)

Since I became an editor a while back I’ve been reading a
large number of s-f manuscripts from young hopefuls ---- and some of
them not so young at that.
The thing that impressed me most about
these stories was their striking lack of naturalness.
Only a very
few of the submissions rang true; the others were like plastic
flowers — inglorious travesties of something bright and beautiful.
(If you are anything of an artist you'll abhor such frozen lies).
Day after day they came in.
Penned, I suppose, in hope and
high endeavour.
I could tell that a lot of thought had been put
into them.
A little too much thought, perhaps.
Certainly they
were not penned in sincerity. The authors had been traitors to
themselves.
They had lied and deceived, fawned and grovelled, at
some unseen shrine they called The Editor's Desire.
Now, I am all for supplying what the buyer wants. How else can
a writer live ? But only in the matter of subject, theme or slant.
Not in the matter of stylo.
My style is my own.
Yours should be
yours.lt is a priceless (to you and to mo) pearl of accomplishment.
Not a thing to be bandied about, chivvied and chipped, moulded
and mangled by editors.
The suprising thing, in my experience, is that editors don't
want to rape your style.
They don't want every article and story
to be cast in the same uneasy pattern.
Ask yourself; what is the
age-long cry, the song the editors sing ?
FRESHNESS AND ORIGINALITY. Time and again you'll hear it. If
you go along to see them, they'll tell you the same thing. Give me
something fresh, something original I
You can't do that with subjects, themes and slants.
There is
nothing new under the sun - except styles. That's how to be fresh.
That's how to be original.
Not by cheating ---- .copying somebody
else's.
Not even by consciously striving forsome kind of effect.
That is the way to be unnatural.
Itwas the fault of those
manuscripts I mentioned.
You could
see it in every line of
narrative, every word of dialogue.
Theauthors had sat down at
their desks and written with three quarters of their minds on some
arbitrary rules they'd picked up somewhere or other.
Stick to the rules, by all means, when it comes to plot
construction, characterisation and such things. But interpret them.
Don't just stick to then.
Be like a conductor on his rostrum. He
doesn't simply wave a stick according to the tine set down on t"Ee
score sheet.
He Interprets — and gets something of himself into
it.
My poor authors didn't get anything of themselves into their
stories.
They were too busy cramming them with other people.
Unreal, shadowy people.
You could see
right
through them,
Shyslcally and psychically.
You knew just what they were going to
o, to say.
No suspense, no solidity.
The settings night have
come straight from guide books.
Maybe they did, I wouldn't be
suprised. They were stuffy enough for it.
Here and there they would have a flash of brilliant wordage,
these authors of mine, like the sudden bursting into foliage of a
tree that's been straggling along bleak and black through a long
winter. I think they were tired at those places.
You think it's odd, I know.
But it isn't.
You see, they
plodded on, typing, scribbling, grinding out the stuff they thought
was WRITING.
Then a weariness swept over them.
The constant
jumping about of black marks on white paper got them down.
They
let the rules go where all rules should go and started writing the
way they thought, the way they felt. Their writing became real.
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Not good, mind you.
Not necessarily, anyway.
Sometimes it
was crude technically, unsaleable.
But only because they hadn’t
been at the game long enough quite. Only because they hadn’t yet
read enough and thought enough and written enough according to the
dictates of their own inner feelings.
But it was real and one can
forgive a lot for that.
-I rejected their manuscripts. Just as I’ve had mine rejected,
all of two hundred times.
I don’t know whether I ought to have
told them.
Told them to write the way they want to ’write.
To
observe the.rules of plot and character and dialogue and suspense
and atmosphere, but to ignore completely the ready-made, reach-me-down styles of contemporary writing.
To let their pens be fluent
transmitters of their own way of looking at things,
feeling about
things, saying things.
Would they have understood me if I’d told them that a writer
is a thinker who puts his thoughts on paper ?
That writing is just
a vehicle for personal, individual approach to the problems, joys,
places, talks and talismans that make up this great Scheme 'of
Things ?
Would they have understood, would you understand, if I told
them that the inky shrine of The Editor * s De'sire is blasphemed, not
revered, by sacrifice of individuality ?
That a prostituted style
must walk the dark streets of oblivion until caught in the irrevoc
able mesh of an Editor’s Profanity ?
I hope you would. I hope they did. For, to my mind, it’s the
only road to honourable print.

WANTED by T.G.L.Cockcroft, 3, Stilling-street, Melling, Lower Hutt,
NEW ZEALAND
H.P. Lovecraft: The Dunwich Horror and Other
Weird Tales (Armed Services Edition).
H.P. Lovecraft: A History and Chronology of
the Necronomicon (leaflet).
Herbert Wise and Phyllis Fraser, editors: Great
Tales of Terror and the Supernatural (1st Edition).
DashielT Eammeit, editor: Creeps by Night (1st Edition).
Herbert Asburyj editor:~Not at Night.
T. Everett Harre, editor: Beware~~After Dark.
Phil Stong, editor: The Other Worlds
Phil Stong, editor: Twenty-Five Modern"Stories of Mystery and Imag
-inatlon.
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Wright’s Shakespeare
library Edition, illustrated by Virgil Finlay.
Styange Tales 1931 November.
1932 January and March.
Weird Tales 1928 February. 1929 January. 1932 January.
1934 January and August.
1935 December.
1939 September and October.
Argosy All-Story Weekly 1920 August 14 and September 4.
Science and Invention 192? December. 1928 April, May and July.
Famous Fantastic Mysteries October 1940.Fantastic Novels April 1941.
Amazing Stories Annual. Oriental Stories 1932 Spring and-Summer.
Will pay good prices. No offers from outside British Enpire,please.
Please use airletter to expedite transactions.

SUPPORT THE FAN-VETS !
SUPPORT THE FAN-VETS !
Details from: James V. Taurasi, 137-03 32nd Avenue, Flushing 54,N.Y.

Back issues of OPERATION FANTAST available from the Editor, 1/- ea.

IAIN

by
Mac IAIN,

( artwork by
Brian Lewis)

At the turn of the millenium the Heels challenged the Heroes to
a friendly (sic.) match as part of the New Kiloyear celebrations.
They suggested the surface of Jupiter as a playing-field (to el
-iminate the weaklings), one of the denser asteroids for ball, and
offered the Heroes choice of ends. Captain of the Heroes, the re
doubtable K. Kinni son, chose the south pole and the two sides began
to group forces a mere six months in advance. The Heroes put their
really rugged types on the surface, the others in inertialess Bergenholm-driven vessels overhead.
As our reporter was with the Heroes' side, it is not possible to
describe, nor would it have been possible to describe, then or ever,
in any terms intelligible to the readers’ limited perceptions,, the
devices and deployments adopted by the Highest of the Heels,Eich of
Ploor, ably seconded by Ggolshggth and Ixtl. Suffice it to record
that only the last-minute invention by Channing (of Venus Equilater
-al) of- a square-wave circularly polarised personal identity resol
ver with instantaneous atomics saved the Heroes from the utter chaos
caused by the innumerable entities and images masquerading amongst
them in human form. Even so, an unsuspected complication lost the
Heroes the valuable services of at least two Gilbert Gosseyns.
An
appeal to the Umpires was unanswered.
Precisely on the microsecond, the ball materialised on the equa
-tor of Jupiter. Exactly one microsecond later it vanished complet
-ely. The Heroes would have been baffled at the outset but for Wor
-sei of Velantia, who, with a mighty bellow of ”It went that-a-way’,’
thundered lightly off into the methane-blizzard with the Heroes’for
-ward pack at his heels.
By this time Kinnison’s longe-range detectors had located
the
ball under several thousand kilometres of iron-hard icelV
just a
short way south of the Red Spot.
Launcelot Bigg’s Excavation Group
went for the ball with his disintegrators, with the Patrol holding
off the attacking forces. Worsel and company, on the ground, were
halted short by Couerl’s force, who made short work of Peter vanBis
-kirk and his boys. Already slowing down under the punishment
of
16 gravities, at minus 160 degrees C their space-axes were as brit
tle as glass.
Their names are to be found engraved in pure uranium
in the Heroes’ Hall of Remembrance. Only the fact that Worsel’smet
—abolism contained no phosphorus saved him. Meanwhile the
patrol
was barely holding its own as a horde of Hurkles materialised . i n
every vessel in the fleet and completely ruined the gunners* aim.
One Cade earned the Galatic Medal in that he was the only manin
the entire fleet whose marksmanship never wavered. He continued to
shoot with inbnman accuracy while sweat poured from every mm.of his
skin under the intolerable itch that drove several hundreds of his
comrades insane. Just in time the Karres Junior Decontamination
Squad, led by Goth, teleported the Hurkles en masse into the centre
of Ggolshggth himself.
His comment is not recorded.
By this time, L. Biggs was only a few hundred kilometres
into
Page Nine
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the lee when he discovered that he had been booby-trapped.
The
under layers of ice were pure deuterium oxide and his disintegrator
touched off the H to He reaction: his name is tn
be found engraved in pure uranium in the Heroes
Hall of Remembrance.
Fortunately, the Heroes' Long-Distance
Removals team, G.Gosseyn, Lucky, and the Leewit
had managed to get a PK. hold on the ball.
Un
fortunately, Ixtl had it from the other side and
they could get it no further than the surface.At
this point Capt. Jocelyn, tossing off a drink,
powder and all, smiled a weary and twisted smiley
and snarled bitterly "What have I got to lose any
-how ? Come on, you space-scum !" and led in
________
w _
___ _ Ry sheer speed and audacity he got a tractor on
a
raiding
party.
the ball and whipped it from the deadlock straight into the grasp
of Worsel and his re-formed forward pack !
Owing to some
slight
hitch in communications the LD Removals group were not informed of
this impending manoeuvre. The Leewit and Lucky were
immediately
sent back to base for psychic repairs.
G. Gosseyn suffered only a
severe headache, but was overheard to remark that his own side seem
-ed to have it in for him more than the Heels did I Quick as a
flash came the retort from the great Kinnison himself "Whadd'ya ex
-pect, you v.T. type ?"
By this time ths Worsel party were smashing their way re
lentlessly over the surface towards the enemy - er, sorry,opposing,
goal. Screen after screen.of super-duper-dreadnoughts blasted their
irresistible way across the ghastly surface of Jupiter;
mountain
ranges of flinty ice were only temporary obstacles.
The ground
forces dragged themselves through formaldehyde bogs,
and ammonia
storms slashed down upon them. With fiendish ingenuity the
Eich
of Ploor engaged them at this point, and the heat of battle catalys
-ed the ammonia formaldehyde mixture into a resin and stopped them
dead. A young fellow named Britthouse earned himself immortality he forced his tracked vehicle to keep moving long after all the oth
-ere had seized solid. He was eventually halted by the blowing up
of his atomic motor. His name is to be found engraved in pure uran
-ium in the Heroes Hall of Remembrance.
At this moment the Bulls descended en masse. Fortunately
Kinnison was prepared; at a given signal every man in the forward
line was teleported into the battle-wagons overhead, and tbs entire
fleet descended on the battlefield and wiped the area.
clean in a
blaze of literally stellar intensity. He saved his forward lineJat
lost the ball. Drtly had it half-way to the defenders’ goal when
the two Gosseyns, operating simultaneously, grabbed it. Backed by
Worsel and the Karres junior Squad they hauled it back and flung it
towards the Heels' citadel.
Kinnison had learned his lesson, and
kept his operators off the ground. Almost on their objective, the
Heroes found the goal completely ringed by offspring of the Leech.
An appeal to the Umpires was unanswered.
Then began the most bitter and deadly struggle in the his
-tory of Galatic Sport. The Heroes held the ball, but could
not
reach the Heels' goal. The Heels held their
goal, but could not get the ball. The hotter
the battle, the faster grew the Leeches. Maul
-ers, blasters, disintegrators, A-bombs,
Hbombs, end HA-bombs; the Leeches
devoured
them all in voracious glee, and grew,and gre^
and grew - AND GREW I "By the great
black
brass-bound olaws of Klono 1* roared Kinnison
"We have only to keep this up to make them as
big as Jupiter I".
"Analysing the situation
as a simple event in the space-time continuum
the appropriate cerebral - as opposed to thal
-mic - response," suggested G.Gosseyn, "is to
stop fighting." Fortunately, a pink-cheeked,
youngish medic by the odd name of O.D. Methus
-elah was able to stave off the apoplexy which threatened to deprive
the Heroes of their leader at this moment. Staggering underthe load
of bromide, the redoubtable old warrior saw that the suggestion was
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indeed a likely stratagem. At his command the Heroes' forces retired
to their own side of equator and left the heels surrounded by a solid
ring of voracious and multiplying Leeches. However, Bioh of Ploor had
not been idle; using the nega-bombs invented by the Heroes in an ear
-Iler encounter, he began feeding the Leeches with them.
Naturally,
the Leeches began to shrink.
"Feed 'em !" roared Klnnison, "Feed the brutes !"
Again
the Heroes plied the beams and bombs, but the Leeches still shrank un
-der the gigantic meal of nega-bombs which the Heels were pouring in
to them. Soon the Heroes began hurling in asteroids and planetoids —
to this the Heels replied by feeding in negative chunks of space from
inside the Coal-Sack Nebula, shipped along a sub-spatial P.K. trans
temporal tube. Roused to fury, Kinnison tossed in the smaller
sat
ellites of Jupiter; "I'll strip the moons from every planet in the
System I" he bellowed.
Back in Base Hospital, a weak and sickened warrior, withthe
seeds of death long growing in his radioactive blood-stream, clutched
his communicator in translucent blue-glowing fingers and whispered a
few words to the great K.K. before dying with a bitter smile
drawn
tight across his chalk-soft teeth. (His name has been engraved in ur
anium on the walls of the Heroes Hall of Remembrance).
"Contra-Terrene I" howled Kinnison, "fetch up the Seetee as
-teroid !" Clean into the centre of the appalling holocaust ringing
the Heels' goal they flung it. But at the last half milli-microseccnd
Ixtl made a gigantic effort and twitched the ball from the grasp c£ the
P.K. forwards and re-materialised it plumb in middle
of the Heroes' goal. Simultaneously the Seetee bomb
hit the Leech and the subsequent inconceivably, unim
-aginably violent concussion blasted the Heels' en
tire force clear out of normal space-time,down their
sub-spatial P.K. pipe-line to - where ?
It has never been determined, but let it be
known that, poised directly over the south pole
of
Jupiter the ball - strangely transformed - still re
mains. It is a perfectly smooth sphere of dense met
-al, it hums slightly to itself, it remains rigi ly
in its position, and neither tractor-beams,nor press
-or beams, nor methane gales or ammonia storms,
or
-- it
't to deviate by
any other force or power known to mankind can cause
i. Does it contain —
a fraction of an Angsirbm unit from its position.
locked within its core — the essences of Ixtl, of Couerl
Couerl, of Ggolshggth, of the Bulls and the Hurkles and the Eich of Floor ?
Do
the
Nine of Boskone plot to escape, within that prison ?
No—one knows, but the Galaxy is strangely dull,and Kinnison,
and Gosseyn, and the Leewit have been observed to look wistfully to
wards old One-Pole Jupiter, as if perhaps some some day a way might
be found ..................
All that remains is to record the only communication everto
be received from the Umpires before their great echoing vessel depart
-ed for the Absolute Elsewhere.
It said:
"YOURS IS THE SBVAGRAM. YOU CAN KEEP IT I"

:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:o:
The proceeding "story" may not make sense to neo-fans, those who have
not yet entered the Primary School of FANSMEN. Any fan, however, who
has passed through the courses will appreciate at least part of it —■
even though he/she may have failed his/her tests for FIRST STAGE PANS
-MAN and been relegated to a minor position. Recognition of some 50%
of the references should be possible to a SECOND STAGE FANSMAN, while
precognition of some 90% of the yarn should be possible to THIRDSTAGE
FANSMEN, after they have read the first paragraph. Of course, FOURTH
STAGE FANSMEN will already have visualised its appearance in this ish
of O.F., in their Cortical Depreciation of the Cosmic Whole !
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ADVENTURES IN TOMORROW edited by Kendell Foster Crossen (BODLEY
------------------------------------ -HEAD, 240pp. 10/6)
THE GALAXY HEADER OF SCIENCE FICTION edited by H.L.Gold (GRAYSON
------------------------------------------ ------------------& GRAYSON, 254pp, 9/6)
THE YEAR'S BEST SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS edited by E. F. Bleiler &
---------------------- .----------------------- —-------------- T.E.Dikty (G&G, 264pp,9/6)

Now that other major publishers are taking a serious inter
-est in science fiction the lead which Messrs Grayson & Grayson ob
-tained by being "fustest with the mostest", in Britain, becomes a
matter to be challenged. The anthology contributed by The Bodley
Head to the rap' diy growing number of science—fiction works avail
able in Britain represents such a challenge, containing a selecidcn
of thirteen (there were 15 in the original edition) which give the
reader a little of everything.
The first four are short items, all rather pessimistict in
tone - Ward Moore's FLYING DUTCHMAN pioturisation of man'M robot-weapons battling on after man has left the scene; Bay Bradbury,in
THERE WILL COME SOFT RAINS, developing a similiar-but-civilian the
—sis; Forrest Ackerman's bitter THE MUTE QUESTION, relieved but so
slightly by the sardonic humour of the last line; the faintly hop—
ful note of Walter Van Tilburg Clark's starkly sentimental THE POR
-TABLE PHONOGRAPH.
A brighter note follows in the unusually uncomplex story AUTOMATON - which represents A.E.van Vogt, and continues in Crossn
•s own contribution, RESTRICTED CLIENTELE, closer to "true" ajiiane
fiction than the most of his work, but still displaying that elem
ent of humour which is his saving grace. Then comes MEMORY,by Ted
Sturgeon. This deals with a shortage of storage space on interplan
—etary transport, and is solved by "memnry" — and no—one can deny
that memory does a pretty good job of storage.
Unrecognised martyrdom, and blind bureaucracy, . are
the
themes of Sam Merwin's EXILED FROM EARTH, a choice bit of dramatic
space-opera. Miss Leigh Brackett casts aside swords-and-slaughter,
to give us a tale of high endeavour, and a revolt which tears man
from the confines of the Solar System, in RETREAT TO THE STARS.
In the lighter vein, Henry; Kuttner' a THE VOICE OF THE WBSTER, with its delightful mixture of human, humanoid, and non-human characters. Perhaps a story that will be a little hard on the
newcomer, who has not yet realised that there is science-FICTION,&
SClENCE-flotion, but one which is not quite too far-fetched to be
a total loss. (After all, we all like to let our hair down sometime
don't we ?) The final section starts with Robert Arthur's
TION'S SiD, a trite tale well written, but when you discover that
the two main characters are named Aydem and Ayveh............
The last
story in the book pulls it back to a high level, however;
Bruce
Elliott's THE DEVIL WAS SICK - one of the few stories on a science
fiction base which have broken the ''religion" tabu - successfully.
Between the last two mentioned comes TRANSFER POINT, a paradoxical
tale of the last man, some of Anthony Boucher’s best writing.
But although the story content of the book is good, it has
two big faults. The preservation of Crossen's interminableprewble
is one. Some half of the references will be lost on the newer Brit
-ish reader, and I feel sure that 18 pages of fiction would be app
-reciated far more than this ponderous dissertation on the "histor
-ioaJ origins" of science fiction. And then the breakdown of the
stories into sections labelled "Atomic", "Galatia", etc., "Ages".
This was not too happy an idea in the original edition, and
when
one considers that in this version the "Galatio” section contains,
in two stories, only one in which the reader is taken as far as the
planet Mars, one realises how inappropriate such captions are.
FAGE~IWEhVE
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THE GALAXY READER contains thirteen yarns selected from the
mammoth American publication. I'll not stick my neck out and
say
these are the best - but they are "of the best". Richard Matheson's,
simple but deceptive, THIRD FROM THE SUH; Miss Jacob's excellent man
-meets-superior-culture PILOT AND THE BUSHMAN, which is
one of the
finest tales of its type that I can recall reading; the similiar but
apposite BETELGEUSE BRIDGE, by William Tenn. These are three of the
first four, over which I have no quibble. I am a little uncertain,
regarding William Campbell Gault's MADE TO MEASURE, but at llekst it
adds variety.
Clifford D. Simak's GOODNIGHT MR. JAMES has been retained, &
lends a neat twist of its own to the collection. FIELD STUDY, Peter
Phillips, overcomes the triteness of the "superman" theme, due only
to Mr. Phillips' good writing. Dual-authored DARK INTERLUDE (MackRey
-nolds &. Fredric Brown) is short, but effectively points ‘tfee
fact
that in our dreams of the future we are apt to overlook the facts of
our not-too-pleasant present. Poul Anderson's INSIDE EARTH is one
of the longer stories, concerned with a conquered world, and uses an
unfamiliar idea of "Crush and Unite" as a change to "Divide and Rule
- although the basic idea of a threat to humanity causing the unific
-ation of mankind is not new, I feel that Mr. Anderson has uncovered
a new side-line. John D. MacDonald is honoured by the inclusion of
two stories, his SUSCEPTIBILITY, demonstrating the impossibility pf
successful Galatic administration of colonies, and COMMON DENOMINAT
OR, in which he suggests a method of making a race psychologically
stable - one which I feel humans will not accept, as Mr. MacDonaldin
the yarn agrees.
THE BIOGRAPHY PROJECT, by Dudley Dell, is short, but the new
idea is good; John Christopher's MAN OF DESTINY could have been a god
to the natives, but
How to dispose of misfits in the worldcul
-ture of tomarrow is the theme of Ted Sturgeon's THE STARS ARE THE
STYX.
THE YEAR'S BEST contains considerably fewer yarns than these
other two books. Only four items, in fact. But assuredly four of the
best ! IZZARD AND THE MEMBRANE, by Walter J. Miller, Jr.
. . .AND
THEM THERE WERE NONE, by Eric Frank Russell. FLIGHT TO FOREVER, by
Poul Anderson; and Frank M. Robinson's THE HUNTING SEASON. Three, I
note, from Astounding, and one from Super Science.
Miller's tale concerns an American cyberneticist who is en
forced, after suitable conditioning, to construct an electronic brain
for the enemy. But the story is not the "usual" e.b. style, it very
definitely is something special on those lines, on a par with
that
shorter item, JOHN THE REVELATOR. Over Eric Frank Russell's suggest
-ed culture, derived from the passive resistance and civil disobedi
ence campaigns of Ghandi, there has already been considerable discus
-sion; all I can say is that irrespective of one's opinion regarding
the feasibility of the culture, no-one can deny that it makes a tip-top bit of imaginative writing. To anyone who wants to argue about
it I now send postcards marked "MYOB" I
FLIGHT TO FOREVER had the dubious honour of appearing, more
or less, in the guise of a British pocket-book. Now, I'll admit that
sometimes authors do have similiar ideas, but if the pb was "origin
al”, and you have read it, I'd suggest you read Anderson's versionin
this book, and see how the story should have been written I Oh,i'it
is not anything "new" - it is quite possible that both Anderson and
the author of the pb derived their ideas from some old and forgotten
epic of past days, but, my friends, the difference ! Frank M. Robin
-son can, I think, claim a new idea in his "hunt"; perhaps not with
the "hunting", but in the setting and system of the hunt. The ’hero"
is outcast, sent back in time, and may be hunted and killed (legally
and very definitely) by the huntsmen who also come back to the same
era. Needless to say, the "past" in which this occurs is our "pres
-ent", and some neat commentary on our civilisation is a by-product.
Three books, for a total of 29/6, containing some of the
best of recent work, in a lasting format. You can't go wrong.
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by Oscar Janser

This arises from my letter in the '52 February LETTEBZINE, and
Mr. H.A. Whiting's letter in the.Oct/Nov 'ZINE. A little more over
the value of science fiction in.advancing science.........
If I understand it rightly, B.A.W. completely denies any in
fluence science fiction can exert on scientific advancement, by
erecting an impenetrable wall between "imaginary prediction", and
"eventual and logical development".
He completely overlooks that
this imaginary prediction has repeatedly anticipated
actual
achievements in the scientific field, and I need quote only two
examples, such as the patent application for the first submarine
which was turned down on account of Jules Verne's TWENTY THOUSAND
LEAGUES UNDEB THE SEA, and the investigation made by the F. B. I.
on Astounding's publication of a nuclear story during the war.
In my letter in the Feb-Zine I touched only one aspect of the
theme, "whither Science Fiction ?", viz., the possibility of
a
heterodyning effect on scientific research. This time I wishto go
a little further and examine what other future trends science
fiction could take, and how it may affect research in times to
come.
While it is true that large research teams backed by
Immense funds proceed in a strictly logical manner, proceeding
step by step, smaller groups and individuals achieve suprising
success by using plenty of Imagination and applying unorthodox
methods.
I am speaking out of my own experience; as a chemical
manufacturer I have quite often obtained solutions to
problems
without tedious systematical work, by letting my imagination roam
firtely and putting "fantasies" to practical test.
As an example,
I invented a method to impart "wetstrength"
to ordinary kraft
paper when, in the beginning of the war,
neither the
hitherto
considered correct type of paper made from rag-pulp, nor the orth
odox method, were available except for "super-priority". Now let
us proceed from the past and present into the future.
It cannot be denied that s-f is long past the stage when it
was either completely ignored by men of science and Industry,
or
at best regarded with contempt and ridicule as a sort of extension
of the comics. It is therefore safe to anticipate that interest
in s-f will encompass greater and greater circles, perhaps in
a geometrical progression. Now I must be permitted to divert from
this straight line of reasoning for a little while and ask myself
what literary gestalt could s-f shew, say in a hundred or two hun
dred years ?
Considers there is an increasing tendency to get
away from describing weird creatures, interplanetary and inter
stellar ana even intergalatic.journeys, and extra-terrestrial ad
-ventures, and the trend is now more on the socio-philosophical
level. However, if you ask me to visualise a story a century or
two hence, I confess I am completely up against a blank wall. Now
to come back to my "straight line of reasoning".It is conceivable,
that a branch of s-f could be seized upon by an increasingly great
-er number of scientists and technicians,
professional or not,
as a medium where they would express their daydreams and ultimate
ideas. And furthermore, the value of such s—f might be gauged by
the elaborateness and plausibility of such pseudo-scientific inno
vations.
Matters could come to such a head as to seriously interfere
with patent priorities and industrial secrecy. I do not dare to
extrapolate this trend any further within the boundary of this
discussion, but I want to suggest to s-f writers the picture of a
situation (purely fictional) where s-f is illegal,
and
an
ambitious company’is:arraigned before h~court by'a competitor, for
the prophetic content of their advertising matter I Please, don't
speak of mental gymnastics or say that I have put the cart before
the horse; I did emphasize it is fiction.
Now this little inter
lude shews up another aspect of our main theme.
One can't simply
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sit down at one's desk and let one's "imagination roam" too "free
ly". This sort of imaginative speculation can only be fertile in
the framework of a science-fiction story, acting as an instrument,
a matrix, to weave in scientific predictions. S-f story writing
is also an economical proposition and pays for the time expended
the desk (at least, this is the general belief).
I wish some mathematically trained chap would bring order into
this theme. It seems to me that s-f is a first derivative of
a
value representing the total aspect of our civilisation.
In that
case, the effort to predict the very future of s-f would consequen
-tly be represented by a second derivative.
Our mathematician could assign the letters —
u = the total content of civilisation (science, technology,etc).
v = legitimate speculation.
w = science fiction.
t = time.
The total interrelation between these could be expressed by a
function, f(u,v,w.t) and by differentiation, a beautiful different
-ial equation could be derived containing partial differentials of
first and higher orders. Whether any practical results could
be
achieved, depends on our sought—for mathematician.

Would anyone care to take it. from there.... 7

:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-:-o-.-o-.-o-.-o—0-.-0-.FANTASY CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM by Ua8talz. Cameron, published by the
-------------------------------------------------- Canadian Science Fiction Association,
54 Ellesmere Ave., St.Vital, Manitoba. Limited edition of 500 copies
price not marked,
a system is without doubt the work of one thor
-oughly versed in his field. The compiler has set out to place, by
the use of a system of letters and numbers, every fantasy in a cat
egory designed to present almost a complete picture of a story and
its form. This is done in two ways. First, by using the numerals 00 to 99, he classifies the broader aspects of the story's content,
e.g. 79 Early Civilisations - adding a decimal place to these head
ings, the nature of the tale is further specified, e.g., 01.5 Psych
-ological horror. Second, by adding six letters, he draws a "liter
-ary profile", giving information on type of plot, stress, fantasycontent. The first letter designates the story's wordage, the fouMn
describes the quality stressed, as dsplot, h:sex; the fifth refers
to quantity, ctborderllne.
This is the framework on which Cameron builds hus
700 odd numbers and 80 odd letters. His system facilitates clnsslf
-ication of off-trail tales in the fantasy and weird genre, but its
use for pure s-f could become cumbersome. The author's own classif
-ication of "Last and First Men" involves upwards of 60 characters,
though a more typical example given, ”Lest Darkness Fall”, is 55*1*
86.6.dcudbx.
_
_
,
Sadly missed however, are more examples or each
division* How much clearer (and more interesting) it would havebeen
to find each classification with a "prototype" or "definite" story
of that category. Nevertheless, had I produced this admirable work
of erudition, I should be very proud.
— John D. Boles.
Don't quote me.....
"The celebrated American airlift, however, which supplied food and
fuel to Western Berlin........" Hugo Gernsback, page 28, line 2, S-F+
April.'55. I find myself very pleased to discover that I have an
American unit, and that the few thousand folk we administered dur
ing that operation were all Americans. Or do I....?
Actually
that sort of blind assumption does more to harm international re
lationships than anything, and with the wide reproduction of yarns
from US mags which now occurs, It might be well to avoid.it, Hugo.

B 'H r'STTT

Early in the century one of mankind1 a oldest dreams had
been brought to fulfillment.
With the first successful landings
on the Moon's dry and airless plains the conquest of space had
begun. Later to Mars the rockets had sped in silent flight,
circling and flaming in the thin clear atmosphere of the red
planet. Ho trace or record of intelligent life had been found on
its dry and dusty surface, but for a few hardy lichens a dead
world - ruddy and forbidding. Hopefully men turned their eyes to
Venus the
Queen of planets, still an enigma with its all
enveloping clouds.
Venus Satellite Station swung steadily on its appointed
orbit. Separated from it by twenty thousand miles of space
billowed the dazzling white upper clouds of Venus, brilliant in
the glaring sunshine. Drifting with the station on it’s orbit
appeared the black cylindrical bulk of
the Automatic SurveyRocket. Flame flared from the rocket's rear propulsion tubes as
it commenced to move away from the station, accelerating rapidly
and silently in the cold crystalline clearness of space.
Within
the satellite's metal shell men sat; moving switches,
watching
meters and adjusting dials. The hum of equipment and extraction
fans blending to form a steady background to their conversation.
"It will contact cloud in ten minutes," said the Astrogator. "Dead on course."
"Cameras on as soon as it clears the cloud," the Chief
said. "This preliminary run ought to give us...." He broke off
as the radio came abrubtly to life with a steady hiss.
"Tanker four to station, contact established, will main
-tain radar watch, over."
The minutes ticked smoothly by, a deep silence reigned as each
man concentrated on his instruments.
"Contact with upper cloud formations," the Astrogatafs
voice broke across the silence.
"Vision on."
"Roger."
All eyes focussed on the great grey projection screen at the end
of the control room - it began to come to life - a picture
formed-— tendrils of thin white mist whipped towards them and
across the screen as the rocket plunged into the top of the
Venusian clouds. Gradually with the passage of time the screen
darkened as the rocket plunged deeper into the cloud layers. A
fleecy grey wall of cloud rushed towards them continuously,
flicking sideways at the edges of the screen. Watching the
screen the Chief felt a nightmarish feeling of unsupported fall
that comes sometimes in sleep and a sensation that something
would suddenly emerge from the rushing mist, crashing into him
before he could move or shout.
Reluctantly the Chief turned his
eyes, from the screen to glance at the radar range unit. The
cloud began to .thin out, individual Cloyds appeared whose
turbulent upper surfaces rushed towards them, enveloped them, and
then cleared away as the rocket rushed through into the open
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again. A swirling haze of dust between the clouds the
whole
pervaded by a sickly yellow twilight.
The Radio Tech was busy
giving a sotto voce commentary over the radio link for the
benefit of the orbiting tanker crews, his voice murmed
in
the
background.
'
"The main cloud is beginning to thin out — the surface is just
visible.••••"
The Chief's eyes went back to the screen, a few stray clouds
streamed past, the surface of Venus lay revealed below. A vast
flat plain lit by a murky, yellow and streaky twilight shimmer in g
and hasy with a high, dense and turbulent cloud ceiling. In the
distance a long mountain range dimly outlined against the yellow
clouds; far below dust whirled and eddied.
"Level off, orbital course," the Chief said quietly in the hush.
"Roger.”
The dim distant mountain range commenced to slide down the screen,
as the rocket levelled off.
"Just as predicted," said the Engineer in a disappointed
tone.
"Another planet lost to science fiction," the Astrogator
turned
to grin at the Engineer.
"Kot so fast," the Chief said quickly, "there appears to be a light
over the horizon almost directly ahead of the Survey Rocket."
All eyes returned to the television; a glow of light was
just
visible on the planet's murky, horizon reflectin
yellowly from the underside of the clouds.
"It may be a volcanic disturbance of some
kind," the Chief said. "Possibly an active
volcano, are the cameras running 7"
"Yes chief."
Slowly, almost imperceptably the glow in
creased in size.
"Buildings," said the Radio Tech in a loud
voice.
"I believe you're right,” the
Astrogator
said in an awed tone.
Now coming slowly into view over the hor
izon were a group of dome shaped buildings,
like a cluster of plastic beehives, glowing with
a bright white light, which reflected from the clouds to illuminate
the rugged and barren landscape around them.
"They must be immense," the Chief began, and then stopped.
"What....."
A small black dot appeared in the centre of the screen, growing
rapidly in size until it filled the screen - the screen changed
to a blank grey.
"Radar' contact broken."
."All circuits dead."
"Something ran into her."
The Chief's voice broke across the babble, "Check with Tanker Three,
they should have been following her."
The Radio Tech reached for the microphone, a movement he was
destined never to complete - at that Instant the station and
its
occupants dissolved into a blinding flash of heat and light, a
ball of expanding disintegrated matter.
Far away, hidden in the planet's shadow, floated Tanker
Four, a deep space ship acting temporarily as a radio relay
station. Through the open viewport in the control room, aligned
on the distant satellite, her crew of three saw with startled
eyes the expanding white flower of flame that marked the station’s
destruction.
The Skipper opened his mouth to speak, before
he
could do so, another white ball of fire appeared against the
blackness of space on the tanker's television screen aligned on
Tanker Three on the far side of Venus.
"Tanker Three," said the Radio Tech through stiff lips, staring in
fascination at the screen where a cloud of white smoke was out
-lined in the •sunlight against the dark background of space with
its blazing stars.
"Let's move," the Skipper broke the stunned silence. Abruptly he
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slammed the firing switch primary with the palm of his hand.
"Strap in and for God's sake wake up I" he shouted at his dazed
erew above the hum and click of relays. "Give me rear vision
Jack.” This last remark to the Radio Tech who was adjusting his
straps.
"Boger, Skipper."
A deep space ship is ugly looking in comparison with its
slater but being fitted with Cardwell atomic drives
is capable of* high accelerations. The Tanker swung rapidly out
of itsP orbit, flmes streaming from the drivers, accelerating
rapidly. The cloud surface of Venus slid smoothly
across
the
television screen, watched anxiously by the Skipper.
"I'm increasing acceleration,” the Skipper shouted. Hhn£ °?v,l bum
A huge and heavy hand pressed them into their chairs, the hum
rose in pitch and volume.
What seemed ages later he switched off
the main^propulsion units and a deep silence descended on the
control room; Venus now barely filled the visio-screen.
"The natives of Venus appear to be hostile, remarked the Eng
^:rhSpe^dbt“! l£'t“r anyway the boys never knew
^e^f'orth^St8^ ^vey Rocket I should

say,"

"Md^°pickMe^yt£i“6
our radar* Jack 7'’ ?he ski?I>e£ ?3k!h
"I couldxJ't. It blew a fuse just before that business started, and
that reminds me....” The Radio Tech opened the front panel of the

"Tbit mav have saved us,” was the Skipper's cryptic comment."Let's
have soSZ co«ee! Jimmy " he added, addressing the Ikxgineer,
who
was fumbling in the food locker.
a^ported?StP“fetOth: Incident is
still
fresh in our minds, and as soon as we are within range of tte
comXMSn satellite Jack can send it off. Our present course
is set Earthside." The Skipper drew a message pad from the rack,
out of the tZTastThe1^ S
5^*.

The

blMtaesshofE“ter%p^Sabl«£with many
P^?ght°fdot®^
^sl
VaLgo^oWa^e^fU UHlteSte aix. the
outermost of ?hf satellite stations, a huge
serving as the conununicatioas
centre ^or,,
Below.® a small black dot outlined against the white clouds,
SsUBBSSas ’Er••

fho
the

8sSellite3Sifeto Tanker Four. Bef your 8176. Beport chewed. One
-S£ose orbit this satellite, all attendfor interview. Two - re££TXeTaSo! ^^n^ort^t^e^Vl^ a^fuel
teSks.^ive - report all unusual phenomena. Await further orders.
Ack. Signed Ransome, Chief of Station, SU934.
'.^e^eS^l','”3^ Skippef^replied, "we are readily availablemd
mit n vear ”With
To Jack,
**Acknowledge
he said,waving
the^messag^flimsyZ^"
one Land
he closld this,
the viewport
shutter
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and then pushed himself across the control room.
"Action stations I"
Tanker Four was on it's third polar orbit around
Venus,
the crew — having set adrift the load of atmo fuel tanks and their
accompanying radar beacon — had both retired to their rooms,leaving
the Skipper to take his turn on watch. The deep silence which em
braced the ship was broken by a shout from the Skipper whichbrought
them swinging from their bunks.
"Do you see what I see ?", the Skipper said in a hushed voice,
as
they crowded round him, clinging to the viewport handholds.
Silhouetted against the glaring white cloud was a small egg-shaped
object, apparently stationary.
" A space ship !" was the Radio Tech's startled exclamation.
"Get the camera ready," instructed the Skipper, operating the tele
scope controls. "I'll watch it. Jack, check for any radio emanation
- are those fuel tanks cleared yet 7"
"Yes," said the Qigineer, fumbling with the camera.
"Nothing on the radio," th* Radio Tech turned to watch the Skipper
who was bent over the telescope, "see anything, Skipper 7"
"Wo details," the Skipper mumbled. "How far behind are thosefuel
fl ”
“About a quarter orbit," the Engineer replied.
"Activate their radar beacon, Jack."
"Why, Skipper 7"
"Just an idea."
CC3," the Radio Tech reached out and closed the
"Roger. Here she goes
fuel
Beacon switch, a single pulse
puxoe left
j.exu the
uuc ship'sa radar; on the —tank cluster drifting far behind a relay closed silently,the beacon
"---- xx.__ attracted
--- ------ x-j the atten_
.
commended to emit it's steady
call. Somet]
tion of the Skipper near the strange space ship, a small black dot
that appeared and vanished.
"Rear Vision, quick,” he said urgently.
wqtch it,
The television screen cleared as they all
swung to
a black square of space with a bright haze of gleaming stars
Tensely the three men watched it; so suddenly that
they all jumped an expanding globe of fire appear-ed on the right of the screens -there was a abort
silence as it died away.
"There goes a load of atno fuel," the Badio Tech's
voice shook. "They must home those gadgets on rad
ar transmissions."
"What's the next move, Skipper ?"
The Engineer
turned to face him. The Skipper did not reply for
an instant but turned back to the viewport.
"For the moment, sit tight," the Skipper
sounded
puzzled. "They must be intelligent to build space
ships, why the savage attacks ? How can we comm
unicate with them ?"
t
"What about a report Earthside, Skipper ?" the Radio Tech said.
"Wait until we are over the top," the Skipper said grimly. "There
may be enough spread from that paraboloid to give them a fix on
U8e’*
"I* think a coffee is called for,” the Engineer said, floating
expertly across to the food locker. A brilliant flash stabbed
through the viewport, outlining the Skipper's head and filling
the cabin with momentary light.
"What the devil was that ?” the Engineer said, transfixed in the
act of opening the locker door.
The Skipper swung mound, one hand
over his eyes.
"My God," he said, trying to clear his vision. "Take a look 1"
Outside, against the white clouds of Venus, a huge
cigar shaped
ship hung, ablaze with lights from innumerable portholes.
"It appeared suddenly," the Skipper spoke in a husky voice, peering
over their shoulders, "With a brilliant flash of light."
"It must be miles long," the Engineer said in a shaky voice.
"What..." The Radio Tech broke off as the static - which crackling
from the speaker had formed an unnoticed background — died, to be
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.. .. ------replaced by the steady hiss of a carrier; a dry metallic
voice
roared from the speaker in slow Baglish...
"YOU WHO NAME YOURSELVES MEN AND ARE ON ORBIT, AROUND THIS PLANET
YOUR PRES3ICE IS KNOWN. YOU HAVE NOT BEEN DESTROYED AS WERE
YOUR FELLOWS. SO THAT YOU MAY RETURN TO YOUR KIND AND TELL THEM
THAT THEY NOW FORM PART OF THE GREAT GALACTIC CIVILISATION, WHOSE
FRONTIERS ARE FOREVER EXPANDING.
YOU UNFORTUNATELY STUMBLED ON
OUR ADVANCED BASE BEFORE WE WERE READY. FROM THIS TIME ON YOU
WILL BE CONFINED TO THE SURFACE OF YOUR PARENT PLANET.
ALL YOUR
SPACECRAFT WILL BE DESTROYED.
IN DSE COURSE OUR REPRESENTATIVES
WILL ARRIVE TO COMMAND YOU. YOU WILL RETURN TO YOUR PLANET NOW."
Tn the stunned silence that followed the Radio Tech reached for
the microphone. "Go to the devil," he said. The Skipper, his face
white and tense, turned from the viewport.
"Start transmitting, Jack," he said crisply. "Electrotype as much
information as you can; this explains a lot of things."
"Roger." The Radio Tech's nimble fingers commenced to dance acres
the keyboard, the click and purr of the machine filled the cabin.
"That other ship is coming out," the Engineer said, peering into
the telescope. His voice held a dazed note. "What are you goingto
do, Skipper ?”
..
wThe only "thing we can do - ram "the swine ! Give the Earth
a
chance to prepare*” The Skipper swung himself into the eontrollig
seat. For an instant the steady click of the electrotype faltered.
“That should suprise them,” the Engineer laughed shakily.
’•Forward vision.” the Skipper’s voice cracked.
From the rear of the Tanker a humming arose, relays clacked as the
Skipper eased the firing switch primary over it’s arc. The televis
-ion screen flickered and came to life, filled with the vast bulk
of the alien starship. The Skipper felt the Engineer’s breath on
his neck." The warm-up lights glowed, throwing a ruddy glare onto
their faces. Gently the Skipper depressed the firing secondaries,
the image of the starship commenced to slide slowly
across
the
screen.
_
.
__
"How !” With a savage downward motion the Skipper
slammed allswitches to maximum. A screaming, whining, roaring deafened them
drowning the Skipper’s next words, although his lips moved. Terr
ific acceleration hurled them back, pinning them motionless,
as
fascinated they watched the image of the alien ship grow
on th©
screen. Larger and larger. The Tanker, tiny by comp arisen,flames
pouring from it’s rear propulsion units, buried it’s blunt nose in
-to the side of the vast bulk and silently disintegrated. A white
puff of fire appeared on the side of the starship* it grew slowly
at first, and then with increasing speed, until it engulfed, swal
lowed the great ship, exploding soundlessly outwards. A huge ball
of fire, flaming and growing, filled the heavens, a miniature nova
- rivalling for an instant the sun’s glare against .the
Suddenly
turbulent clouds of Venus. It continued to expand, now more slow
ly. growing less bright and more tenuous - stars began to
gleam
through...................... with a sharp click the recording ended.
As
the lecturer came forward to the rostrum the lighting slowly gain
ed in intensity.
"Perhaps I should explain," the lecturer
looked round
the silent class. "The mental recording you have just
received
was built up partly from films taken by the expedition ship, whose
crew witnessed the explosion, and partly from recordings of Tank
er Four’s transmissions. The originals, of course, you can see in
the Space Service Museum." His voice took on a new note.
The
heroic action of those three men gave Earth a respite. The base on
Venus was captured and the equipment studied. When the next star
-ship appeared Earth was ready, and the Empire suffered its first
manor defeat. As you will see in subsequent lessons the disinteg
ration of the Galatic Eapire followed swiftly, and the secret
of
the starships became available to all.” The lecturer smiled. That
is all for today, children - class dismissed.’
As the children streamed talking and laughing throughthe
park an orange sun, low in the sky, threw long, dancing
shadows
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across the grass. A soft breeze played with the leaves 'at the base
of a towering monument; electronic letters glowed across it’s
foot....
DEDICATED TO
Captain Jackson
Engineer Thoren
Radio Technician Smiley
EARTHMEN OF THE SOLAR SPACE SERVICE
’’They opened the stars to all and gave the Galaxy
it’s most treasured possession - FREEDOM”
GETTING munap
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by J. J. curie
(Editor for Grayson
& Grayson, Ltd.)

Some ,pf you heard me talk for a few minutes during the ’’CORON
-CON” about the publishing end of Science Fiction and Ken Slater hi
asked me to amplify here a few sentences I used regarding the ad
vantages of going to a literary agent.
Naturally I can’t speak for MAGAZINE editors. Prozines have
to get the right stuff or go bust so they must methods of selection
that work. With fanzines some appear to choose with great intel 1igence (fans are the most intelligent...!) while in others the sel
ection appears to be made either with a pin or by a pinhead.
But when it comes to books a literary agent is your man.
He
takes 10% of what you earn so he’s out to see that you earn a lot !
He’s in touch with the market, knowing what sort of work is wanted
and where authors will get the best terms. He may know little about
Science Fiction but he’s going to judge you as the publishers ( and
95% of readers) will - by your ability to tell a story that grips.
Most budding authors know what they want to say and have something
worth saying (if they haven’t, no-one can help them), but very few
know how to say it. A good agent' can tell you where your story may
need cutting and shaping, where an idea is not as new as you think,
and where and how you fail to make your point clear (readers
read
for fun: they won’t bother to continue if you make it hard work for
them). Finally an agent takes the job off your hands; - no
more
wrapping and posting of tattered manuscripts, no more composing of
letters to publishers, no more doubts as to who are the people to
try (G. & G. are ’’jolly b”).
I understand Ken can give you a line on some agents who handle
this kind of work, so - go to it - and good luck.
•a:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..;..:..:..
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The second
issue
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the first
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the second
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BOOK REVIEWS (H)
SECOND STAGE LENSMAN:
t

Biward E. Smith, Ph.D. (’“^7^’?p^955'

realise my limitations. I am not capable of summarisingths

-plate !

^Redlenaman^MacStoally married and ready for a tough administ
rative position on Klovia.
Should the neophyte not be familiar With the names and places
mentioned,
£^^in°SBCONDPSTACE USNSMAN - Doctor
^^^e*Tv££fMlb “i^fon tSi condensed arf d.hydF»h^idGSiiaaid?nwS,1i^^bi;^t
like^to heroes’, seems quite efficient at accomplishing

the inconceivable I

be a misprint - "VELLNTIA", surely ?
reasons^For^one

^J^fat

not prevent the unconditional surrender of May 7th, 1943.
Characterisation - or lack of it - is

swa-a
?TS5S7yS —Hr™ arasw
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I MYSTERY OF THE THIRD MINE: Robert W. Lowndes (201
pp)
(213 PP)

VANDALS OF THE VOID:
Jack Vance
,51’
(211 pp)
pocrar TO LUNA:
Richard Marsten
All the above three are from the J°^C. Winston company,
+- ? 00 eaclis
Th® van
other
two and
titles
their new
“ve*^e Tm4iokimONa^OTY
by Erik
Lhin,
THE in
MYSTERIES
PLANET by Kenneth Wright. The oldster will recall the days of tin
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"big” magazines and their "INTERPLANETARY" numbers. This term can
well be applied to Winston's latest five, their previous issues in
each five titles had a leavening of non-interplanetary material.
MYSTERY OF THE THIRD MINE is a story of asteroid mining,
and the frontiersmen of the future.
In his introduction
Doe
Lowndes rather deorles authors who have previously pictured
Mars
in a state of civilisation like that of the Middle West of 1848 ,
and "asteroids like California in the Gold Rush days. They descrhe
people living in 'boom towns' and working out on the frontier.•
After this introduction I was rather interested to see how he tack
-led the problem himself.
The miners, when not working on their claims in the Belt,
live in "Cerestown, the asteroid miner's domed city"... A pretty
rugged existence, with a bit of softer living back in the oity.The
claims are "jumped". The Asteroid Miner's Association is an outwar
-dly straightforward protective and co-operative group, with Mars'
official backing, but has been Infiltrated by crooks who are forc
ing honest men to the wall.
But just when all appears lost, the
Texas Rangers come charging up on their broncos, and the day saved
for the honest miners. Substitute Mars Patrol, etc., and you have
it. Seriously, despite Doc Lowndes' introductory comments, ho has
not managed to alter the "boom-town" and "frontier" system much.
However, he has managed to add a lot of background detaft.
which puts the entire story into a very believable ano. readable
form, and his "horses" are not obvious. There is quite a lot of
plot, human understanding, and "extrapolation" in the book, and I
personally enjoyed every word of it. Recommended for all juven
iles" from nine to ninety.
I can't make the same recommendation for Jack Vance's it
-an, I an afraid. It is a good juvenile, but I fear ths more eflult
reader will be a little annoyed by the stupidity of certain of the
characters, the stupidity being essential to prolong the story to
book length. Space piracy is the subject, a few murders.are given
to add action, and there is plenty of suspense. The villien being
brought to book by the nosiness of the juvenile hero. From the so
very complex and absurd way in which the villain runs his gang, he
doesn't deserve to last as long as he did. And I'm still puzzled,
a few items did not tie-up neatly. But for the younger reader it
is excellent, plenty of action, some intense drama in the bast Van
-ce style, and quite a bit of mialeading evidence to prevent guess
-tog the villain too early in the game.
ROCKET TO LUNA concerns, naturally, the first trip
to
the moon. Made, equally naturally in this day and age, by a three
stage rocket launched from a satellite station.
Mr. Marston e®M—
nowlodges the assistance of "Across ths Space Frontier", and the
advice of Arthur 0. Clarke, in respect of technical natters - the
early pages contain quite a few technicalities, but introduced, so
neatly that they are not boresoue. By series ofevents not -Jully
his own fault, hero Tod gets aboard in place of the fifth nemberof
the official crew. The other members believe that ha has replaced
the right man by trickery, and he doesn't get a chance to tell his
story, so suffers in silence.
I suffered too I The situation to
some'respects was rather like that old cinema-serial one, when you
want to scream at the insufferably stupid hero "Turn round I , be
cause the villain has spent the last ton minutes creeping up cm him
with a knife. Nobody thinks to ask Tod for his story, or to got
radio confirmation from the base, until it is too late, andlho bad
type has got his yarn to first.
The pilot gets injured, and Ted han to land the ship;ho
does this unsuccessfully to the wrong place, partially wreckingit
to the process. Suffocation, starvation and desperation all gibber
at the crow. Although the now partially-recovered pilot is ■undejstanding,and doesn't blame Ted; although two other members consid
er there may be something more to it than appears; the
hates his guts I Of course it is with this man that Ted sets out
on a 1,000 mile Lunar hike to fetch back rations, air, and fuel...
But a near tragedy on the trip brings about an opening
of hearts, and everything ends happily with
’^ere it is
supposed to be, and the crew fixed for an indefinite stay. Tod is
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pass wamr yore
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book mivuswa (n? ..-------------------------------proved innocent. Sighs of relief from the anxious audience.
But
seriously, it is a finely written yarn, full of interest and «iclt
-Sent, bit perhaps a little too full of long-drawn suspense.Proof
of the Hxcallenco, perhaps, is the fact that the delay in get iag
young T^out of Li= fiZmlde me want to scream. If I'd not been
interested I couldn't have cared less what happened to Ted.
with
Certainly recommended for juveniles. For adults,
reservations. I mean, if you have blood-pressure, or a weak heart
Steve Gilroy
or something of that nature.....
,,
THE TITAN: P. Schuyler Miller.

(Fantasy Press, ’52, 252pp, 3.00)

■" A collection of eight of the author's best
stories, the longest of which gives its name to the book.

short
This

M^s stows it as ?n old world ii.th a social system having no
Earthy counterpart. The main theme is of a rebellion which
stirs among the "blood-givers" against the tyranny and decadence
of the "Masters".
A new factor enters the tale in the shape of
the "Star Beast"’ so called because of his screaming towards the
Itlrs dSri^g the early days of his captivity in a "zoo".
He
becomes "The Titan" when he finally makes
“„tr^ok
from Earth, and aids the rebels.
A note of heroism is struck
when the Titan sacrifices himself for the future of fcars.
An
unusual tale in which Miller handles his theme with bis customary
skill
The remainder of the book contains a selection of the
best of Miller's shorter science fiction, published in magazine
form over the last fifteen years.
The book jacket is by Bok - excellent, but more suit
ed to "fantasy" than to "science-fiction'.
... Tom Mason
WORLD OUT OF MIND:

J.T. M’Intosh. (Doubleday,'53. 222pp. 2.75)

It is just over three years ago that I received from a
young gentleman in Sootland a letter which
*
do sell a story or two to American magazines, now and then . inat
was three veSs ago - today author J.T.M'Intosh is as wellknown ,
to British t USA fens, as many an earlier "name author.
toolTls his first published full-length novel, and is well up t^
^li£“S
the3invasion Wa^h bT^ «
thought

r^TMS^tos^toTdhoSe^r^ ^e^^’arkahly
wellt His idea of a tested and graded citizenship is not
:r4^ivee:
sEV&^-ay
J
ce to tto Ga^es Sachine of van VogVs Null A civilisation - but
it is only a semblance.
ffidln Raigmore is introduced as the obvious hero, but a

complex, but not so much so thaOgt's rovelsA The characters,in
tne3mato ^eTiv^t hu^^re^s'-^^t where the story's
ntodm£Uetos it"-^and the theme is treated with realism.
This book is not outstanding, but it is an excellentm
very readable novel, well-balanced
a
?*ttoeewrld^ebS:ato'll not be able to complain about the enter
tainment and interest value of the ideas.

AUTHENTIC SCIENCE FICTION Monthly went into its new format in
January of this year, No. 29, and is now the real handy pocket book
size, 144 pp. Th® cover layout is an improvement, I think, and the
backcover photo illos are quite good - screen shots (thru 4sj, most
of them). Artwork inside as well, and although I was not impressed,
it is improving. Bill Temple’s IMMORTAL’S PLAYTHINGS was not of hie
best writing, I feel, and when I received ASFm29 I’d alr.eady read it
in Of. Not that it was a reprint, in the true sense of the word,the
mags must have appeared on the stands simultaneously, or very nearly
so. A Bradburyarn, WELCOME BROTHERS I is a reprint, definitely, but
there are plenty of folk in UK who haven’t read all of Bradbury yet.
February (50) issue saw another ex-OW yarn. LADY OF FLAME by Byrne and I’d sooner have Jon J. Deegan than S.J. Byrne, Mr. Gamubell I
That was a reprint - THE NAKED GODDESS from
OW ’52 Oct. DANGEROUS POWER by R'. M. Rhodes, short
item, was a nice yarn on P.K. however, and with No
31 came a yarn I’m quite willing to forgive any or
all past "wrong ’uns" for. THE ROSE, by Charles L
Harness. Now, I expect there will be no little con
-trover sy over this one, but I think it was an ex
cellent novel, introducing some newish ideas. Art
versus Science is the theme; the question of neccessity of a written language for a civilisation, &
the next evolution of mankind from his present cry
-sails to a winged being, are just thrown in
for
good measure. NEVER BEEN KISSED by E. Everett Brans
is the title given another OW reprint - LTTTLEMJSS
IGNORANCE, OW *50 Sep. There are two sequels - and
for this one, Mr. Campbell, you have my full sup
port - reprint the sequels as well. They are nice
lightly treated and amusing yarns. The serial, by
Syd Bounds, ends with this issue. FRONTIER LEGION,
a fine yarn I’d have enjoyed if it had not spreaa
over six months. That was a little too long ! No.32, just too hand
at the time of writing, has a D'WIGHT V. SWAIN yarn, another reprint
and I refuse to comment ! I have already - but supporting stuff is
better, at a brief scanning.
Beating H.L.Gold’s BEYOND to the stands, Lester del Rey has
given us the first true "fantasy" magazine since the lamented Camp
bell UNKNOWN. It is .titled, appropriately enough, FANTASY Magazine
- although I’ve already heard there is a change of title in the 2nd
(June) issue. Spine datetend title page date differ - one says its
March,, t’other February. What do I care - a real fantasy mag ! The
feature novel is THE BLACK STRANGER, by Robert E.Howard, ana altho’
L.Sprague de Camp has done his best to copy the master in his edit
ing of the yarn, L.S.de C. shows thru rather more than R.E.H., I am
afraid. Nevertheless, the story has the true Howard touch, and I’m
all for more - find some mss ! But my own personal selection of tiie
best story in the issue goes to FEEDING TIME by Finn 0’Donnevan. It
is not possible to say anything about it without giving the pointed
ending away - so, just "highly recommended”. Robert Shekklin gives
a tale in the old UNKNOWN tradition - man and demon - but just who
is which ? And Steve Frazee toils a tale that is strictly out of a
"shaggy dog" - DRAGON FIRES - dealing with a dragon civilisation.
There are other yarns in the mag, all good, but on we must
press - to ROCKET STORIES. Digest size, now familiar, and 35^,only
too familiar. Again, some confusion over the date - March or April
- take your choice. One novel, two novelletes, and three shorts.In
the lead yarn, QUEST OF QUAA by H.A.DeRosso, is drug-growing on Ven
-us among the swamps. Apart from the peculiar properties of the *en
-usian drug, this could have been the simple story of a search for
anyone’s private hemp-patch in any old swamp - Pogo’s, f’rinstance.
JACKROGUE SECOND by John wakes is better, but is ratter familiar.
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THIS WORLD IS CONDEMNED by Ward Botsford baa the moat un
-usual and novel idea in the mag, I think,
?i^ough itis^only
41- -hiaa in av •■timation with Milt L«8S»r’» itub
ui
WULD a longer tale which also developos a somewhat mew i4** ?n “

FANTASY Mag, SPACI S-T, or STA.
Pressing the trigger again,, I •J*’*
cartridge. The new "slick" AMAZINGSTOTT.
Sorry, STORIES. The "new look" of the di
gest mags has not been followed, in here —
Instead of the title on a colour band, it
is superimposed on the picture. The lllo,
nay, have something
to do with the yarn
MARS CONFIDENTIAL.!
don't know. I didnt
finish it. Hot only
did I find it bor
ing, but pitiful. I
quote - "we thinkw
have X—rayed
the
dizziest - and this
may anase you - the
dirtiest planet in
the Bolar System".
I can but presume I
have lost my sense
of humour, for
it
was neither funny, nor science fiction, to
me. However, I'll raise my hat to Howard
Browne for the rest of the mag. A vast im
provement on the last ten years of AB,with
PROJBCT NIG^MARI. Hjinlein^ W^roaoh

-er you live In or out of North America.

s5

^ilT^h^iXofkinds, "SdliF^^O^te^’llUton

variety of yarns.
I've already expressed, elsewhere, my disappointment in
SOTENCE FICTION PLUS, Gernsbach's new mag, but a slight improve
ment was indicated in the second and third Issues. Although Im
ment was inuiuaceu. w
t n-t work, and general appearance,it
j:S.Pt ” Jif I'l pi^u^ old 1930 •?(early/Sagazin. in
B“Z T hear that the July issue is rather more "pulpy" in
appearance - 15t us hope the contents are rather more modern,too.

Hie-vest new thing - literally - is the 192 page digest
size PANTASTI§ UNIVERSE SCIENCE FICTION, edited by San Merwin,Jr.
Fourteenyarns, and some book reviews. Clarke, Pratt, Bradbury PB
Long, Bertram Chandler, Bradbury - quite an author I*11® u?'
“
all pretty good yams, too. 50* a copy, six for 2.50 in USA. No
St work other than the cover by Schomburg. Bi-monthly,
!
d£ted June/July '53. Well worth buying, this one, even at 50*.
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™ WADED Magazine
With a very similiar title we find UNIVERSE SCIENCE PIC—
TION. Digest, 55*, only 128 pages with ten yarns, but quite reada
ble yarns. Coloured interiors, one colour superimposed on b & w.
Edited by George Bell, who has done good work by getting names, in
-eluding Bloch, Sturgeon, Leinster, and Pran M. Robinson, into his
first issue. I also note Nelson Bond back, in there with a good al
—though not unusual yarn. Best liked by me was BOW DOWN TO THEM —
an anti-military-red-tape story, by Mark Clifton.
Then the next new one — VORTEX SCIENCE FICTION. Digest &
160pp. 55*, not dated, No. 1 contains twenty stories, and has
an
unusual oovnr format — smallish central lllo with a white backing,
title and other data at top and bottom. The twenty yarns are
by
names new and old
Alfred Coppel with two yams (one is by Derfla
Leppoo, it says here !), L.Major Reynolds, Lester del Roy, Vance,
E,Everett Evans, and Bryce Walton are among the old • Mostly the
yarns are good, a few are trite - but with twenty yarns there's a
good chance of finding a good half will appeal to you. Naturally,
they are all on the short side, 22 pages being the longest.
Last shot in the magazine - BEYOND FANTASY FICTION, Hal
Gold's latest. Almost a misfire, Hal, I fear. FANTASY MAG scooped
you - but you've done pretty well, just the same - but if you were
aiming for the UNKNOWN target you didn't quite make it. Still,you
probably have a target of your own. I'll reserve, my judgement. Noy
^ella is by Ted Sturgeon (more caviare) ...And My Pear Is Great.lt
is 56 pages long, and is a story of "unknown" powers - mental pow
ers, magic, call it what you will. Good, but rath®yaLoy, I thot.
James McConnell - All Of You - is good, but a pity that the idea the "spider woman" - is getting overworked again. Still, James has
given an unusual angle of sight on this — it is from ths woman s
viewpoint this time. Roger Dee's SPRING BIRD I did enjoy. A some-r
what sentimental little piece, but no complaints. Others by Damon
Knight. T.L.Sherred, Frank Robinson, Richard Matheson, and a joint
work of jerry Bixby & Joe E. Deem. All very good, but none which
are "outstanding". The "surrealist" mix-up of a cover I frankly I'm no art—appreciate!, tho — did NOT like. Maybe it means some or
other thing to some or other body, but not to me. Lot us hayo.oh
please, art work that illustrates things-as-they-are, and not this
"abstract" stuff.
A glance at the older mags - Famous Fantastic Mysteries,
I regret to say, is defunct. Last issue June '53. Startling goes
back to bi-monthly, and TSM to quarterly. SPA and Space S-T also
have changed back to bi-monthly after a very short career as month
—lies FANTASTIC SCIENCE FICTION folded, we hear, after its second
Not lamented by me. NEBULA SCIENCE PICTi6m, the British ed
-ition - we are told an American NEBULA will appear, no connection
between them - showed a vast Improvement in its third issue, which
features shorter yarns and more of 'em. There are three or four perhaps more - worthwhile yarns in current serials, I 'll list the
ones I recommend below. Startling has produced pother CTttie wfch
debated stories ofFarmer, noted below as recommended. Not quite as
good as the first, THE LOVERS, in my opinion, but still very good.
And that is all the space I've got.... sorry I
.......... KPS
WHOOMUENDED, Mission of Gravity - Hal Clement - 4 part from
’55
TANGLE HOLD, P.L.Wallaoo - GSF Jun
FIRST LADY, J.T.M'Intosh - ditto.
LIBERATION OF EARTH, William Tenn - Future '53 May.
THB WALL OF SERPENTS, de Camp. & Pratt Fantasy Tic
tion *53 JUn.
THE DUPLICATED MAN, James Bllsh 8s Michael Sherman,
Dynamic S-f *53 Aug.
POLICE YOUR PLANET: Erik van Lirin, Science Fiction
Adventures *55 Mar (4pts)

....

“GENERAL CHUNTERING”
The two "illustrative" items printed
lower on this page are typical of
our
modem division between the riduculous &
the tragic...."space money"......... and how
to deal with the atomic bomb...no other
comment to make....in this issue appears
a review of J.T.M'Intomh'a first novel
...his second, BOBS LEADER, will be out
from Doubleday in November....Regal Books
Ltd., 52 Victoria St., Manchester, 3, are
supposed to be issuing two of S. Fowler
Wright's novels in cheap editions about
now...titles THE SCREAMING LAKE and CAP
Wright
TAIN SPARROW...I wrote 'em for details, but had no reply
_ _
sent a manuscript to an American publisher who has someone called
Bradbury
turned
book
on some
Bradbury as a reader....!said
—11 L-’
J
* the
’’ ’
’ ’ down
.
Dground
_____ _____
1 l.“___ have read ths mss myself since
that___
it____
was_________
"communistic"
and can only consider that Bradbury must also believe that British
traffic lights are one third Communist.... and what he must consider
goes on behind a "red light district" is worth finding out......Nic
Oosterbaan, Dutch editor of PLANEST, mentioned ths mistranslation &
general nonsense attached to the edition of Clarke's SANDS OP MARS,
published in Holland....from a letter of his I gather these includ
ed such things as "rocket" coming out as "jet aircraft", and novel
ideas like "interplanetary air traffic", "exploding rockets",
and
"hyperbolic gliding movement"....EXPLORATION OP SPACE, translatedby
an engineer, is afar better item....other Dutch reprints
include
PEBBLE IN THE SKY, THE BIG EYE, THE DAY OP THE TRYFFID8, and
the
MAN WILL CONQUER SPACE SOON Collier’s symposium....the John Wyndham
book did not sell well, possibly because it had already been serial
-ised in a large-circulation Dutch-weekly... .Ian T. Macaulay is now
1 in Ohio, and ASK) is published (from
the
third issue) by parson R. Jacks, 71} Coven
-try
Road,
DECATUR,
Georgia.
.
.I'm
not
sure
PASSIVE DEFENSE
who is responsible now for the printed ed
POCKET CARD
ition of Moskowitz' THE IMMORTAL STORM,but
I guess Mr. Jacks can give you the dope...
..it will be 3.95 prepublication, and 5.00
postpub....and plans were affiot to have it
re-written up to date..,.Ian mentions in a
recent letter possible revival of 008MAG..
...Henry Burwell seems to have gotten out
of fandom completely....and I’m wondering.
...just what has happened to the USA still
-bom O.F. library...Ian mentions magazine
-holdings...but what about the books T,

arracK
TAKE COVE”
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HENCEFORTH, YOUR OPERATION
PANTAST SUBSCRIPTION WILL
COST YOU .....................................
Much as we regret this, it cannot be avoided.
Your subscription, we remind you, is NOT for
one year, but for POUR issues of OPERATIC®!
FANTAST and the annual copy of the HANDBOOK,
PLUS any other material we publish in the
period covered by your subscription.
Subscriptions may be paid in cash to the Editorial
address, or to one of our "official representatives”,
or may be paid from credits in the Trading Bttresn.
This change may result in discontinuation of O.P. as a printed
publication if insufficient renewals are received - to enable
us to estimate our future, please complete the postcard which
is enclosed,and return it as soon as possible.
Our thanksn n
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...top of the page is as good a place as any to draw your attent
ion to the announcement at the foot....and thia means YOU............ by
reason of sundry factors I shan't go into here I can no longer...
(I haven't been able to for some time, let alone "longer")...give
O.P. support by digging into my pocket.... hence the hoisting sub
rates up to 7/6, or 1.00, for four issues plus the HANDBOOK plus
all the usual bits of paper that I send out.••.there is no compul
-sion to this, but I'd like to know how many of you are willing &
able to afford those rates, and to make it easy for you I'm send—
printed reply cards with this issue so that you can mail 'e* back
to me...then I'll be able to see whether it is worthwhile to con
tinue a printed O.F....or to drop back to a mlmeo-ed or duplicat-ed effort I....sad news, that, pals....but it all depends on how
many cards I get back whether O.F. continues as now, or not....so
if you want to see it continue...mall me the card filled up I....
on to other things..•.Allen Newton informs me that juvenile sf is
now being printed in Hebrew, in Israel.... and that there is an sf
olub there....also that the first all-negro club, THE AFRICTION
CIXJB, has been formed in Lagos... .mainly students drawn from the
Trade Centre School there, and the club is sponsored by the Inter
-national S-P Correspondence Club....next Tucker novel to come...
THE TIME CHEATERS...due now from Rinehart....from Bill Hubble, of
ths NORTH SHORE FUTURIAN SOCIETY, (Box 2725,24 Spencer Road,KH<LABA, NSW, Australia) comes word that the NSFS is open to fans in
other parts of the world although mainly for down—under folk...if
you want to keep in touch with Aussie developments three USA pro
mags, or one hard-covered book, will get you a years membership.,
they issue a monthly news-sheet, aid a fanmag TERRIFIC is on
the
way..half-foolscap, 24—32 pages...swaps for slmiliar fanzines, or
or for USA promags, one for one....President of the club is M. A.
Bas, 24 Spencer Road, XILLARA...he probably has more room in No.
24 than Bill has in his box, so maybe you'd better send the mags,
etc., to him....you can also get membership for 5/- sterling.........
the death of James A. Williams, book dealer, rare-book appraiser,
and senior partner in PRIME PRESS, came as a shock to the fans in
general, and to the 11th World S-P Con Committee in particular...
Mr. Williams had been in poor health for some time, but had never
let this Interfere with either his professional or his fan activ
ity. ...he died on March 22nd, after a short serious attack of an
intestinal illness....and he will be missed.....his place as Con
vention Chairman has been taken by Milton A. Rothman, well known
to fans and pros both under that name and as "Lee Gregor"....just
sent to the publisher is L.Sprague de Camp's mss for a "SCIENCE—
FICTION HANDBOCK" - The Writing Of Imaginative Fiction............. some
95,000 words....due out maybe in August....recently released was
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THS CONTINENT MAKERS, and this will be
5SG-vi^S"fXrK:’.al5oO‘ou: ^A^Sr^LUaN'S BAH, *
which demand Pletcher Pratt combine in that delightful style mad*
so familiar in the "Incomplete Enchanter tales...which are being
continued in FANTASY MAGAZINE... I • •
•hh. "serious" de Camp book may have the title ROOKSES, KUBUis, a
BOMANCB" - there seems to be some uncertainty in my sources 0
-formation...or else de Camp is being '“■usuallyprolif ic„.. .STAR
SCIENCE FICTION from Ballantine Books (pb at 35*.
overs 1.50
-both Issued same tine) is f list of
^d
orted to be paying 9N a word for material for the STAR series.anm
to 25 000 for books....money, money, money....GSF Novels xp
THREE GO BACK...Mitchell... 124pp...and Bob
v«
"its been out even deeper than the severely abridged1945 FJM
-sion”...Ban Mines nag* will probably drop^baok 1^8 pages^ith^e
October i*su............ ..
did not appear taJuly.. .theissue^ell-^
June is dated August.. .Dell pb* have just issu*d 2J* talttam* ex
SLAM, van Vogt, and FIRST HE DITO (Time
tad»
8imak....and BALLANTINE are out with Gravy
U^_
the title "THE SPACE MERCHANTS"....they 11 follow up with an exp
anded magazine yarn from Fletcher Platt, and on
mtTRI) TALES
are Arttar C. Clarke and Ray Bradbury collection*.... WEIRD ‘xala*
follows the trend and goes 55< a^hdi^rt1’1edlt£g”bserie»
of
Wollheim, late of Avon and now with Ace, is edittag
n
s-f books to oome out beeE-t°-backt e
are reported to be WORLD OF NULL
Auatralia> fansine edited by
....second issue of FORERUNNER, 5/- Australian.
8
Dpuglafl NAcholgon, has now
...yLcns by^.B.Bryning. Royce
and a half by 6 and a half in h .
y
of Vol Molesworth'* sen
Williams and Doug Nicholson, contin .„ “ “ .semi-stiff binding,
-lai yarn, and an article by Norma WilliJEBULA s-P
small photolith print....a fine j .
* 22,000 word yarn from
................... • 3yd Bounds, ADAPTABLE PLANET,and
: PAWN IN RETOM by B3-11 Temple,of
WANTED by T. 9. L. Cockcroft • 7.500 words. The first is space
3. stilling-*treet, Melling • -opera, the second psychological
Lower Hutt,
New Zealand • warfare...plus a fantasy by Eric
• Frank Russel, THIS ONE'S ON ME..
Strang* Tale* 1951 November. 1 ...and shorts by EE Evans, Peter
• Ridley. Paul taever and T.D.Hamm
• ..~fo? number five, ALPHABET
Weird Tales 1928 February.
• SCOOP, 8,000 words by Ross Rook1929 January. 1952 January.
I lynne, DESTINY IS MY fflEHY, Bill
14*4 January and August.
: Temple (14,000 about a submarine
1935 December.
; civilisation), GREAT ORGAN, J.T.
1959 September and October.
; M'Intoah, 5,000 sociological....
Strange Stories
; this information unofficial, tat
1939 October and December.
reasonably reliable...subjewt to
1940 February. April, June, ;• alteration by the editor, I fear
and October. 19*1 February. • • ....OP member Mrs. Berta Buraill
.. of 2644—48th Ave SW, SEATTLE 6,
:: Wash., USA, wants cheap copies 1927 December.
I! Talbot Mundy: C.I.D.; Wheatley:
1928 April, May end July.
•: THREE INQUISITIVE PBOPLEjDonald
;; McPherson: GO HOME UNICORN — can
AMAZING STORY ANNUAL
I! anyone help her ?...and from Ron
Robertson, 15a Weetwood Road,
south End. PORT ELIZABETH, South Africa^me^ a^est^or ^az
-Ing Stories, '47 Feb. Jun- f^^ai'for THE H.G^WKLLS' CLUB some
half we printed a plea
receiving items from people, the
time back, tells me he is still receiving it*
latest from New Zealand, and would
_®^*h^
hls best to ack
appreciation for everyone
missed. Y0U***you know that
;o^1s^!tagewwh^freciated....FSM -55
^ederta

PALL THT3TY ONE

Tery good reading...-Rtn Robertson, 15a Weetwood Road, South tad,
Port Elizabeth, South Africa, needs Amazing Stories '47 Feb.Jun. &
Jul. to complete his collection of that mag...Brenda Houston, 52,
Whipstow Lane, Exeter, Devon, England has sundry old fanmags, such
as FANTAST. ZtaTTH, GEMINI^ and SATELLITE, to swap or sell......... due
in July is British edition of BEYOND HUMAN KEN, edited by Judith
Merril, 23’8 pp, 15 yarns, at 9/6 from Grayson & Grayson, and foll
owing that they have the third series of BEST IN SCIENCE FICTION TWENTY-SECOND CENTURY, the collected yarns of John Christopher,two
volumes to be drawn from Groff Conklin's OMNIBUS OP SF, and two to
cone from John W. Campbell's ASTOUNDING SF ANTHOLOGY....these last
four are as yet untitled.....from John Lane She Bodley Head you om
get THE CRUBICLE OP POWTB, containing the title yarn by Jack Will
iamson, BUT WITHOUT HORNS by Norvell Page, and CRISIS IN UTOPIA.by
Norman L. Knight, 5 from the FIVE BEST, in 240 pages, at 8/6, due
in September....also in September will come MEN OP TIME ANj> SPACE,
224pp, 8/6, a selection by Ted Dikty and Everett P. Bleiler....and
then in October will come IMAGINATION UNLIMITED (Bleiler and Dikty
- who else ?) 192pp, 8/6.....now available should be a new fanzine
from Henry Robertson, 19 Victoria Road, Elgin, Moray, Scotland, an
item devoted mainly to fiction...bi-monthly...5/9.• .24pp 8"x5"....on the subject of fanzines, my recommendations are Race Matthews BACCHANALIA (No.l dated April) at 2/- a copy, with "Random Notesen
HP Lovecraft" by Tom Cockcroft, Reflections of a uArm-rman, by Ter
-ry Jeeves, and sundry other stuff....also from down under comes a
new newszine, STBERLIN E, edited by I.J. Crozier, mainly about Aus
tralian doings, tat just the thing to keep you in the picture.........
tat for general news for down-under let me recommend Graham Stone'
s SCIENCE FICTION NEWS, photolith in a 6% x 9)4 format, very well
produced and very readable....biggest things from downunder, runn
ing very close in size and worth, are PERHAPS (I've not yet seen a
copy of the first issue? but recd 2nd by air mall !) with a photo
lith cover and mimeo-ed innards, 42 pages of quite excellent arti
cles and yarns, and the second issue of FORERUNNER, 45 photolitho
graphed pages - top note in that is a yarn by editor Doug Nicholson
title Young Man of Middle World....prices of these are 2/- and 5/respeotively...reviews will appear in THE FAN PRESS No. 2....but I
will try and fix subs for anyone who wants....In UK PERI finallyis
out....SPACE TIMES and. SPACE DIVERSIONS keep coming on their quite
standard...first issue of CAMBER appeared with XXXVI pages (thatl*Fred Robinson's idea of numbering, not mine - it means 56) and th*
best bits of the issue are Bill Price's drawings for the covers...
tho the rest is pretty good.•.FLYING SaUCER NEWS at 6d a copy is a
new mimeo-ed item to reach me from Richard Hughes, 42 Rothbury Rd.
Hove 5, Sussex, and is the 00 of the Flying Saucer Club...worth it
if you are interested in PS....biggest and bestest item from the U
3 A la THE JOURNAL OF SCIENCE FICTION, fourth and final issue,with
80 pages at 50jf...long article by some verbous geezer called Oapt.
K.P.Slater about British Pocket Books, rather out of date, the *52
magazine index compiled by Ed Wood, articles by Robert Bloch, Wood
and sundry other folks...no fiction !...then there is FANTASTIC WORLDS? aS MX a copy.SOpp, fiction, articles - including a length
-y one by Parmer about LOVERS, etc - subs to that can be obtained
thru me, 7/- for 4, by the by.,..ata then DESTINY, a very effort by
Malcolm Willits and Earl Kemp...sub rate gl.00 for 5, litho, 52pp,
articles, fiction, etc....there are a few thousand more fanzines I
have received,, but those are perhaps the "best" - at least in app
earance - I'll cover more of 'em in FAN PRESS 2....I was rather of
the opinion that Bernard Wolfe's book LIMBO (Random House, 5.50, &
4j8pp) would have caused more controversy than it has...for a tome
with such a wealth of debatable matter it has received suprislngly
little comment from fandom.•..but let us see what happen* in the
British fanworld when the Seeker A Warburg edition appears - by ihe
by — slight change in title — LIMBO '90 — at 15/—, 438pp, due out
on July 23rd....well worth reading....review in next O.F.. folks.,
for it appears to me that I have come to the end of this issue....
and so adios for now.....
......KPS

COVER
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THE

NEW
NEW WORLDS

AND
THE FIRST

NOVA NOVEL

5% x 7^”
approx.
128 pp,

at

1/6

NEW
WORLDS
HAS
NOW
LASTED
LONGER
THAN
ANY
PREVIOUS
BRITISH
S—F MAG
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‘Operation Fantast’—ORDER FORM
To: Capt. K. F. SLATER,
13 Gp. R.P.C.,
BAOR 23.

cffame.................................................................

.fiddress.....................................................................

flate

I

I 19

'P/ease supply me with the following items advertised in ‘ O.F.’ issue

dated

.

On receipt of your priced invoice 1 will forward

payment!please charge to my account.*

My vote for the best item in this issue goes to :

If an entry appears in this
space, your subscription to
O.F. expires with :

Signature............
NOTE—This form should only be used for ordering items
actually being offered for sale by ‘Operation Fantast.’
♦Cross out where necessary

